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  July 2022 

Dear CLT member — or former-member and past supporter; 

 Exactly four years ago, in July of 2018, you received a letter from CLT stating: 

 “The historic 44-year era of taxpayer advocacy and protection by Citizens for Limited 

Taxation is ending. 

 “This is the last letter you will ever receive from Citizens for Limited Taxation. . . . 

 “You will not be asked again for your support.  CLT will very soon cease to exist. 

You can find a copy of that letter on the CLT website at: 

http://cltg.org/Letter-2018.pdf 

 That letter precisely four years ago closed with: 

 “I will soon punch the ejection button on my office chair and bail out — immediately 

after the election, or even before if operating funds run out sooner. 

 “I hope that together we can make it through the November election, CLT’s last 

hurrah — which will mark 45 years as the voice of Massachusetts taxpayers. 

 “But if not, then so be it.  We’ve done our best with what we had to work with for as 

long as humanly possible, gave CLT members and state taxpayers our all. 

 “Exactly when CLT permanently shuts down this year now depends entirely on the 

response to this final appeal for support for extending CLT’s final closing date.” 

 In that 2018 letter I explained: 

 “Before she passed away, I solemnly promised Barbara Anderson that I’d do every-

thing in my power to keep CLT going, keep protecting taxpayers — and especially 

important to her, that I’d keep CLT defending our Proposition 2½ property tax 

limitation — all ‘for as long as humanly possible.’  I have kept my promise to her. 

 “Due to declining support, keeping CLT alive and working to benefit all taxpayers is 

no longer ‘humanly possible’ without violating her ‘Anderson Doctrine’ of not running 
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CLT and its staff into debt.” 

 The number of responses to that letter was surprising, one of the best in years.  

Enough contributions were received to carry the organization through the 2018 

November election as hoped.  Two weeks after the election I made my escape. 

 But along with the contributions came the notes, the e-mails, and the phone calls.  A 

few I will never forget, such as: 

 “You’ve got a phone and computer; you can do from anywhere what you’ve done for 

so long from Marblehead” one member told me, but the one that affected me most was 

“Please, don’t abandon us.” 

 After speaking and corresponding with a number of longtime loyal, generous-over-

the-years-and-decades members and friends — admittedly feeling somewhat guilty — I 

agreed to give CLT and its members one more chance to keep it going once I got settled 

into my new home.  Maybe, just maybe my vow to Barbara to keep CLT fighting on “for 

as long as humanly possible” hadn’t been kept yet? 

 So in January 2019 CLT sent out another letter, something I never expected would 

ever occur.  It was in the form of a poll asking if CLT should be jumpstarted for 2019.  

Again the response was remarkable — and here we are three-and-a-half years later. 

 Ever since, I’ve been back to working 12-14 hour days seven days a week for CLT and 

the taxpayers of Massachusetts, no holidays or weekends off, no vacation time.  Every 

day of my existence is the same routine.  It’s how I’ve existed for over seven years, since 

2015 when Barbara’s health decline required that I take over more of her job as well as 

continue doing mine, then some of Chip Faulkner’s when he too passed away, in 2019. 

 Some still suggest that CLT recruit more help, or ask why CLT hasn’t found replace-

ments to assist with the workload.  I explained that back in the 2018 letter: 

 “Working for Citizens for Limited Taxation has never been a job.  For those of us 

who’ve done it, it’s been a vocation, a calling, an enduring lifestyle commitment. 

 “Since before 1980 and our Proposition 2½ campaign every person who has ever 

been a staff member over the decades — Barbara Anderson, Chip Faulkner, Sandra, 

Paula, Loretta, and me — has been unmarried, single without immediate family ties or 

dependents who’d put demands on our time.  Each has been willing to work long hours 

for low pay, be on-call and available any time of the day or night, ready to respond 

anywhere around the state at a moment’s notice.  I’ve seen our role as a modern-day 

version of the historic Minutemen, which explains CLT’s trademark logo I created. 
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 “There haven’t been enough funds to support competitive salaries, a pension plan, or 

other typical employee benefits beyond mandated health insurance.  Hand-to-mouth 

frugality has defined CLT’s existence for decades, and that of its dedicated staff. 

 “I tell you this so that you can appreciate why there’s never been a long line of 

applicants beating down our door seeking any of these positions.  Few have been 

committed or motivated enough to even consider working for CLT for what little com-

pensation it could offer.  A qualified few over the years have all had higher expectations, 

better options, and after discussions have declined a position.  Capable, willing replace-

ments are still not available.” 

 Since giving CLT another nearly four years of my life since 2019, more frequently I 

wonder why I’m still doing this, especially in light of the again-fading support. 

 It became impossible to ignore that support not only had again decreased but has 

actually fallen below even where it was four years ago — when I was forced to confront 

the situation and ultimately to pull the plug on Citizens for Limited Taxation. 

 Comparing January-June 2018 (when CLT last had to be shut down) with 

January-June 2022, when this decision was made, the number of contribu-

tions in 2022 has decreased by 32% and the total amount contributed has 

decreased by 23% over 2018.  Obviously the situation has deteriorated even 

further than it had four years ago. 

 After the expense of printing and mailing this (some $2,500) to all current and recent 

members, and paying off its final bills, CLT will be just about if not broke, completely 

out of funds, and will of necessity shut down permanently – forever. 

 As with the letter in 2018 (writing this is so very déjà vu, four years later) I hope this 

will bring in enough to carry CLT through the November election (again) — but if not 

then so be it.  When the funds run out, or in November — whichever comes first — CLT 

will close for good.  There will be no further solicitations nor recriminations. 

 CLT was founded and launched in late-1974 to oppose the Graduated Income Tax on 

the 1976 ballot, where it was defeated for the fourth time (1962, 1968, 1972, then 1976).  

CLT also led the opposition that defeated it on the 1994 ballot for the fifth time.  Before 

shutting down, I would like CLT to be in the fight to help defeat its latest incarnation on 

the 2022 ballot, this one called The Fair Share Amendment, aka, “the Millionaire’s Tax.” 

 The four bills pushing for stealth attacks on Proposition 2½ are still lurking in the 

State House shadows and can pop up at any moment.  This can occur before the Legis- 
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lature recesses from its formal session at the end of this month, or anytime during its 

following informal sessions until the end of the year, requiring only one or two members 

present in the chamber to pass it.  I’d like to defend, protect, and preserve Prop 2½ one 

last time if possible.  If that can’t happen, then so be it. 

 However all this shakes out, if the organization makes it that far CLT will be termin-

ated after the election in November.  There will not be another “last chance” — no more 

miraculous resurrections.  Even if it can be stretched out for that long, after November 

CLT will cease to exist and I will move on, take back my life. 

 I’m sorry for all of you supporting members and friends who’ve been so steadfast, so 

generous and loyal to CLT over its now-almost 49 years as the voice of Massachusetts 

taxpayers.  I will again feel badly for leaving you on your own at the mercy of Beacon 

Hill, “abandoning” you as it were.  It’s sad there are so few of us remaining who are 

willing to fight, fewer of us every day.  Unfortunately that’s just how it is and where 

we’re at.  You and I didn’t abandon CLT.  It abandoned us. 

 What I wrote in closing the 2018 letter is just as appropriate four years later: 

 "Please accept my most heartfelt appreciation for those loyal, generous members who 

have supported and carried Citizens for Limited Taxation over the many years and 

decades, and especially those who have kept it alive and fighting for all taxpayers 

through this increasingly difficult recent period. 

 “It’s been a long, hard ride together.  Over the decades as an organization, you and 

CLT have collectively provided an incredible amount of financial relief for millions of 

Massachusetts taxpayers — cumulatively billions of their own dollars kept instead of 

paid in taxes — whether or not they recognize and appreciate it.  In the end, accom-

plishing good deeds in and of itself is always rewarding. 

 “Great job, Team CLT!  ‘Never have so many owed so much to so few’ — for so long!” 

 Thank you to those who’ve supported and still support CLT.  You know who you are. 

   Chip Ford 

  Executive Director 
 

Secure credit card contributions can be made online immediately at: 

http://cltg.org/contribution.htm  
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Citizens for Limited Taxation
PO Box 1147
Marblehead, Massachusetts 01945

#10 Envelope



Please make your check payable to CLT

Make it to November!
Here’s my contribution to help

Please Print Clearly

– SEE BACK FOR MORE INFORMATION –

NAME:

ADDRESS:                                                                                                    APT #:

CITY/TOWN:                                                                                         ZIP:                             -

PHONE:   (          )                    -

E-MAIL?:

 OTHER __________         $1000         $500         $250         $100         $50         $35



PO Box 1147  •  Marblehead, MA 01945  •  (781) 639-9709

CLT can accept all contributions, including corporate, but they are not tax deductible.

( PLEASE PRINT VERY CLEARLY )

I’m not yet on your e-mail list but would like to receive regular CLT
e-mail updates!   My e-mail address is:

You can e-mail CLT at:  staff@cltg.org

Visit CLT’s website at:  www.cltg.org

You can make a secure credit card contribution at:
www.cltg.org/contribution.htm



PLEASE

PLACE

FIRST-CLASS

STAMP

HERE

Citizens for Limited Taxation

PO Box 1147

Marblehead, MA  01945-5147




